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WEEK  LEARNING OBJECTIVE (NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM OR CHRIS QUIGLY) 

INTENDED OUTCOME CROSS-CURRICULAR 
LINKS 

 
1 
 

To develop skills in keeping themselves safe. 
 
 

Following smart notebook, teach the children the 
importance of keeping themselves safe and identify 
how this can be achieved. HLTA to have a large class 
body silhouette and images of objects and people 
that keep them safe and unsafe, children to work as 
a group to sort out images and place correctly onto 
silhouette. HLTA to photograph finished task as 
evidence.  
 
I can identify elements of danger. 

Speaking & Listening.  

 
2 
 
 

To develop skills in keeping themselves safe. 
 
To know what to do in an emergency situation. 
 

Recap last week’s lesson. Following smart notebook 
what is the differences between real and pretend? 
Can children identify between real situations and 
imaginary? Have the children got an imaginary 
friend? Why is this friend different from those in 
school? Which of the two would be able to help if 
you had a problem? Why? Show the children a clip of 
Cbeebies ‘Go jetters’ are these superheroes real? 
Would they be able to help you in an emergency? 
Why? Who/what is a real hero who could help you in 
an emergency? As a class brain storm encourage 
suggestions such as police officer, fire fighters, 
doctors, shop keepers other children etc. Question 
the chidren do they know these people? If not 

Speaking & Listening 
English 
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should they ask them for help? Why? Introduce the 
concept ‘safer stranger’ and how to recognise who to 
approach in an emergency. HLTA to read a range of 
situations for the children to answer how they would 
respond e.g you are lost in Meadowhall, who would be 
the safest stranger to ask for help a man on his own 
or a shop keeper? Why? 
Activity 
Children to sort professions/images of the general 
public in order of safer strangers with the 
emergency services, children to also select from 
fiction characters to determine whether they have 
understood the task. Children to work in mixed 
ability pairs.  
Extension 
Children to choose from a selection of safer 
stranger silhouettes and scribe around the outside 
reasons why they are a safer stranger and how they 
can help in an emergency. HLTA to use work to 
create a class book of safer strangers for the 
children to access as desired. School council to 
share book in assembly to promote awareness 
throughout school.  
 
I can identify the difference between real and 
pretend. 
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I can recognise people who can keep me safe. 
 

 
 
3 
 

To develop skills in keeping themselves safe. 
 
To know what to do in an emergency situation. 
 

Visit from police community support officer Helen 
Brooks to give children a ‘safer stranger’ talk. 
 
I can recognise people who can keep me safe. 
 

Speaking & Listening 

 
4 
 
 

To know who to tell and how to tell if they feel 
uncertain/threatened/bullied and abused 
(physically or emotionally).  
 
Which secrets should we keep and which should 
we share? 
 

In talking partners ask the children to discuss 
people that they could trust, HLTA to scribe 
responses on large A3 paper for class to keep 
referring to and recap the following week. Encourage 
the children to give a reason for their answer and to 
hopefully include safer strangers from previous 
sessions. HLTA to question the children what is a 
secret? Are secrets good? Can they ever be 
harmful? Play stand up sit down game with a range of 
scenarios e.g stand up if keeping mummy’s birthday 
present is a good secret. Stand up if not telling 
someone that someone at school is being mean to you 
is a good secret. Question the children in response 
to their actions. Question the children what is 
unkind behaviour? HLTA to scribe responses and 
question where appropriate, who might be unkind? 
Can adults also be unkind? What could be the 
consequences of unkind behaviour? 

RE 
Speaking & Listening 
English 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39fiuigmL-w 
Watch video link of the definition and different 
forms of bullying. Question the children what should 
they do if they feel this is happening to them? Ask 
them to think back to our anti-bullying day, what do 
we have in school which could help us? E.G worry 
box, staff etc. HLTA in introduce communication 
puppet, role play I am being bullied, HLTA to discuss 
puppets feelings as a consequence of being bullied 
and feeling scared to tell a teacher. Ask the children 
to think of previously discussed subject of people we 
trust, ask the children to suggest to the puppet 
someone it trusts. Question the children how will the 
puppet feel once it has told someone? Question the 
children if a friend confides in you that they are 
being bullied what should you do? Why? What could 
happen next?  
Activity- 
Group 1- Role play using communication puppet, one 
person to be the bully, one person to be bullied using 
the puppet, 2 children to be trusted people. What 
has happened, what feelings are included? What are 
the consequences? What happens next? Etc. HLTA 
to record on I pad. Encourage facial expressions and 
body language during role play.  
Group 2-Children to have a body silhouette, children 
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to write a list of words that a bully could be around 
the body e.g hit, kick, call names etc. Then write a 
list of feelings that you may feel on the inside of 
the body e.g scared, ashamed, sad etc.  
Group 3- Children to create an anti-bullying flower, 
children to have a flower head with the title how to 
stop bullying. Children to then have a range of 
coloured petals to scribe words to prevent bullying 
on each petal e.g tell someone, don’t join in, be brave, 
help etc. Children to then stick each petal onto 
flower head and share with class during plenary.  
Group 4- Same as above but to create a paper chain 
in place of the flower.  
Extension- word search relating to secrets and 
bullying. 
Plenary 
Children to share their activities with class.  
  

 
5 
 
 

To know who to tell and how to tell if they feel 
uncertain/threatened/bullied and abused 
(physically or emotionally).  
 
Which secrets should we keep and which should 
we share? 
 
 

Recap of previous weeks learning, have sorting hoops 
and scenarios for children to sort into a bad secret 
to keep and a safe secret. HLTA to record using I 
pad and file as evidence.  Show children video clip 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGV5jzPYvm0 
reinforce the 5 ways to prevent bullying as 
mentioned on the video clip. Look back at class anti 
bullying pledge made during anti-bullying week, are 

RE 
Speaking & Listening 
English 
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we all following this? Are there any changes we want 
to make?  
Plenary –when must we never keep a secret? Why? 
Who are your trusted people? What would you do if 
you thought someone was being bullied?  

6 To recognise the difference between the real 
and the virtual world. 

Introduce the children to the terminology ‘virtual 
world’ ask the children if and when they have ever 
had access to the internet. Share with the children 
‘Smartie the penguin’ PowerPoint, (Childnet 
International) discuss throughout each problem that 
Smarite encounters and what decision he should 
make, question the children reason for their 
answers.   
Activity 
Group 1- Using two hoops children to have a selection 
of images/ labels such as iPad, computer, mobile 
phones, Minecraft, books, magazines etc. Children to 
sort which images are virtual and which are not to 
challenge understanding of the ‘virtual’ world. HLTA 
to record on IPad as evidence.   
Group 2- children to have a selection of questions 
challenging what decisions Smarite the penguin 
should make, question the children’s answers and 
record task on IPad as evidence.  
Group 3- children to have access to laptops and 
online games/activities, children to work together to 

ICT  
Speaking & Listening 
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access the virtual world appropriately. HLTA to 
record on IPad as evidence.  
Children to rotate activities after 20 minutes to 
ensure all activities are accessed. 
 
I can distinguish between what is real and unreal. 

7 To recognise the difference between the real 
and the virtual world. 

Recap previous week’s session on the ‘virtual world’ 
and keeping safe. As a class explore e-safety video 
on the ‘thinkuknow’ website discussing throughout 
safety precautions and reasons for them. 
 
I can distinguish between what is real and unreal. 

ICT 

2,4,6 highlighted weeks symbolises a recording week. Weeks 1,3,5 & 7 are to be delivered as a direct teaching session after play time and will 
alternate with RE sessions.  

 

 


